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Industrial Tribunal Appeal – Constructive dismissal – Repudiatory breach of contract of 
employment – Fundamental breach of the employment contract - Demonstrating an intention to 
no longer be bound by the contract of employment – Affirmation of the contract of employment – 
Affirmation of a repudiatory breach - Grievance procedure – Leave without notice – Last straw  
 
The respondent commenced his employment with the appellant in February 2007. During the 
course of his employment he asserted that he made numerous complaints over a period of years 
about, inter alia, the conditions of his employment and his being overworked. He further asserted 
that the overworking affected his health and well-being, and consequently he was, by letter dated 
22 May 2017, forced to resign, effective 11 June 2017.  
 
On 31 May 2018 the respondent filed a trade dispute with the Director of Labour claiming 
constructive dismissal. As the trade dispute was not resolved the matter was referred to the 
Industrial Tribunal. An Originating Application was filed with the Tribunal on 14 November 2018. 
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The Tribunal found in favour of the respondent that he had been constructively dismissed and 
awarded him $37,400.00 as compensation. The appellant now appeals that finding.  
 
Held: appeal allowed; award of the Tribunal set aside. No order as to costs.  
 
On a case of constructive dismissal it must be considered whether the behaviour complained of 
amounts to a fundamental breach of the employment contract thereby entitling the employee to 
regard the employer as having repudiated the contract. The employer’s behaviour must constitute 
a significant breach which goes to the root of the employment contract and demonstrates that the 
employer no longer intends to be bound by the terms of the contract. An employee, wishing to 
treat his employer’s conduct as repudiatory must do so following the repudiatory conduct, 
otherwise he will be regarded as having affirmed the contract. Where the complaint relates to 
conduct which occurred over a period of time the conduct which amounted to the “last straw” as 
an act of repudiation must be identified.  
 
In the present case, contrary to the Tribunal’s finding, there was no evidence that the respondent 
engaged the grievance procedure outlined in his employment contract. Further, the respondent nor 
the Tribunal identified any conduct on the part of the appellant which amounted to a repudiatory 
breach of the contract of employment. Indeed, based on the contents of the respondent’s comments 
in his January 2017 performance appraisal report it can be taken that the respondent affirmed his 
employment contract and therefore cannot rely upon any conduct by the appellant prior to that date 
to ground his claim for constructive dismissal.  
 
As the respondent nor the Tribunal identified any conduct amounting to a fundamental breach of 
the employment contract after January 2017 or any conduct which amounted to the “last straw” 
constituting a repudiatory breach the finding by the Tribunal that the respondent was constructively 
dismissed in wrong in law.  
 
 
 
Kaur v Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust [2018] 4 All ER 238 considered  
Roberts v Island Hotel Company Limited [2014] 1 BHS J. No. 109 considered 
W A Goold (Pearmak) Ltd v McConnell [1995] IRLR 516 distinguished 
Western Excavating (E.C.C.) Ltd v Sharp [1978] ICR 221 mentioned 
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J U D G M E N T  

 
 
 

Judgment delivered by the Honourable Sir Michael Barnett, P: 

1. This is an appeal by Island Hotel Company Limited against an award by the Vice President of 
the Industrial Tribunal in favour of the respondent Leonardo Dean.  The Tribunal found that the 
respondent was constructively dismissed by the appellant and awarded him compensation in 
the sum of $37,400.00. 
 

2. The respondent was first employed by the appellant as a Uniform Services Manager in February 
2007. In August 2011 he was promoted to Senior Uniform Services Manager. He served under 
a written employment agreement.  
 

3. During the course of his employment, he made a number of complaints to persons about his 
conditions of employment, but he said that those complaints were never properly addressed and 
the conditions affected his health and well-being, including problems of migraines. He said that 
because his complaints were never properly addressed he was forced to resign in May 2017. 
 

4. His resignation letter was in the following terms: 

“May 22nd 2017 

RE: Resignation 

It is with mixed emotion that I submit my resignation 
letter effective June 11th 2017. I have given the past 11 
years of my life to the company, opening 2 towers, 
averaging 50 plus hour weeks, present for every fire, 
flood, hurricane always giving 120 % only never to really 
be appreciated or rewarded for all my efforts. It was 
indeed my work ethics, professionalism and God given 
values that have kept me for so long, in spite of the biased 
and unjust way I have been treated I held on because of 
my loyalty to the team I led and my promise to always try 
to be an example for them. 

I have brought my concerns to leadership over and over 
again only to have them fall on deaf ears, working to the 
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place whereas I have migraines and back pains weekly yet 
still coming to ensure things are done and we succeed as 
a team. When all my leaders are long gone, I’m still there 
making it happen and being loyal to the team. I've spoken 
to Karen Carey, Ed Zepherin, Olivia Mortimore, 
Tameka Forbes, Patrice Thompson, Bergit Godet, 
Kenneth Romer, Cris Sariego, Cariton Russell, Russell 
Miller, Chanell Ferguson, Francis Chong and even Mr. 
Karawan. At one point I just asked for my package and 
even that was declined. It’s sad when you are only looked 
on only as a good person doing the job well, instead of a 
human being that needs to be given the opportunities, 
awards and even the salary or title for the position and 
function I hold. 

But its time and I must step out in faith to pursue my 
passion and fulfill the purpose for which I know I have 
been created to fulfill. I thank the company still for the 
opportunity to hold the post though denied any 
opportunity to move when there where opportunities, I 
am still grateful for God ask that we be faithful in the 
little things and He will take care of everything else. 

I pray only for the future success of my department and 
the team I led, hoping that the example I set and the 
values shares (sic) with each and every one of them will 
carry on and the seeds planted will one day reap a harvest 
in their lives. 

I will ensure any pending matters directly involving me 
are turned over to the management team and they are 
able to effectively continue to manage the department 
until further managerial structuring decisions are made 
for the department. 

All the best to you and the entire team in the years to 
come. 

Sincerely 

Leonardo D. Dean” 
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5. On 31 May 2018, the respondent filed a trade dispute with the Department of Labour. It was a 
claim for constructive dismissal. The trade dispute was not resolved, and the matter was referred 
by the Minister to the Industrial Tribunal. 
 

6. On 14 November 2018 the respondent filed an Originating Application which claimed: 
 

“Constructive Dismissal. Applicant was compelled to 
resign due to refusal of Respondent to address the many 
areas that negatively impacted his departments 
performance and his health”. 

 
7. It continued:  

 
“Despite numerous pleas for help, Respondent showed no 
intent to address the chronic needs of the operation which 
negatively impacted the applicant”. 

 
8. The matter was heard by the Tribunal. The evidence in support of the respondent’s claim for 

constructive dismissal was contained in his two witness statements. As the evidence is 
summarized in the decision of the Tribunal I do not propose to set it out separately. 
 

9. After hearing the evidence from both the appellant and the respondent the Vice President gave 
a written decision. In her decision she said: 

“2. Briefly the evidence of the Applicant is that he worked 
for the Respondent for a period of ten (10) years and 
three (3) months as a Uniform Services Manager in the 
Cove Division. He says he was constructively dismissed 
by reason of being compelled to resign under 
circumstances that were less than desirable for him and 
his team and that his efforts to be heard and to find relief 
were ignored. 

3. Under cross-examination the Applicant identified his 
original Contract and the Addendum thereto. While he 
agreed that there was no breach under certain clauses 
says he agreed to clause 3 to work a minimum of Forty-
five (45) hours per week and additional hours based upon 
the normal regulations and standards of a regular work 
week under normal circumstances. 
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4. He strongly disagrees that Clause 3 was not breached 
because many of the days and additional hours were 
incurred by situations that were addressed to 
Management and never resolved. 

5. He also states that he was given lieu days but not in all 
cases because of staffing demands. At one point he had in 
excess of thirty (30) or more lieu days which he had to 
eventually be paid for as he was unable to take time off 
because of operational demands. 

6. He says he was entitled to vacation but many times his 
request would be denied of staff shortages or there was 
sometimes a project not directly under the scope of his 
job description that he had been directed to do or follow 
up on. However, he agrees that he was paid for any 
vacation or lieu days he could not take. 

7. The Applicant also acknowledges that he was given the 
opportunity to comment on his Appraisal Reports in 2015 
or 2016 but chose to speak only positively as in spite of all 
the obstacles he was facing he had consistently and 
repeatedly brought all the negative and job challenging 
issues by meeting, e-mails and discussions with his 
leaders. 

8. The Applicant states that he did not resign immediately 
because in spite of his frustration and the physical pain 
that he was experiencing at the time, he wanted to ensure 
that he did his best to complete any obligations. 

9. He denies that he was only interested in being 
promoted as he clearly stated in his resignation letter that 
he had brought his concerns to leadership over and over 
again only to have them fall on deaf ears. 

10. On re-examination the Applicant states that even if he 
had been given a promotion he still would have left 
because the same situations he had pleaded with them to 
resolve still had not been resolved. He was afraid that if 
he stayed it would cause him ill health or even death as it 
did others. 
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11. The Applicant called several witnesses who testified 
as to what were the conditions when they were employed 
by the Respondent. 

12. The Applicant submits, inter alia that the Respondent 
would wish the Court to believe that the Applicant 
voluntarily resigned and that all things that impacted him 
were normal, when in fact the opposite was true. They 
also submit that ultimately, after years of protesting and 
having to function in the same conditions, without any 
relief or rectification the Applicant determined that he 
could not take it anymore and was compelled to resign. 

13. The Respondent submits, inter alia, that the Applicant 
alleges that he worked excessively long grueling hours 
due to a lack of staff and Managers in the Department in 
which he worked. Furthermore, he alleges that he 
performed duties that were not contained in his contract 
of employment. The Applicant has not provided any 
evidence to support this allegation or prove to this 
Tribunal that any part of his job responsibilities were 
unreasonable and/or unlawful. In any event, he agreed 
that when he was hired, he was required to “carry out all 
other duties and responsibilities as requested by 
Executive Management”. 

14. The Respondent also submits that the Applicant has 
not provided any evidence supporting his position that 
the Respondent was guilty of any conduct, which may be 
regarded as a significant breach and goes to the root of 
the Contract of Employment. The Applicant voluntarily 
resigned on giving three weeks’ notice. The Respondent 
did not breach the terms of the employment contract with 
the Applicant. Therefore, he has not been constructively 
dismissed and is not entitled to the relief sought.” 

10. The Vice President then sets out what she perceived to be the relevant law. She referred to 
sections 29, 35 and 36 of the Employment Act and to the decision in W A Goold (Pearmak) 
Ltd v McConnell [1995] IRLR 516. The Tribunal noted that it was referred to Western 
Excavating (E.C.C.) Ltd v Sharp [1978] ICR 221 as well as other cases.  

 
11. She then outlines what she said were the issues for her determination. 
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“22. The issues as outlined by both parties are: 

(i) Whether or not on the facts, the Applicant was 
constructively dismissed and as a result thereof 
unfairly dismissed from the employ of the 
Respondent; 

(ii) If so, whether or not the Applicant is entitled to 
be compensated for the constructive and unfair 
dismissal handed down by the Respondent; 

(iii) Whether the Applicant is entitled to lost wages 
during this suspension and termination. 

(iv) Whether by its conduct, the Respondent 
committed a fundamental breach of the Applicant’s 
contract of employment and  

(v) Whether the Respondent’s conduct shows that it 
no longer intended to be bound by one or more of 
the essential terms of the contract.” 

12. She then sets out her conclusion: 

“CONCLUSION 

23. The Tribunal does not accept, as submitted by the 
Respondent, that the Applicant should be regarded as 
having elected to affirm the Contract. The Tribunal is of 
the view that the Applicant resigned as soon as was 
practicable in the circumstances. 

24. Having considered the evidence and the authorities 
presented the Tribunal is of the opinion that the 
Respondent’s failure to provide and implement any 
solution to the grievances of the Applicant amounts to a 
breach of his contract of employment which was 
sufficient enough to justify his resignation and the 
Tribunal is therefore of the opinion that the Applicant 
was constructively dismissed and is therefore entitled to 
compensation. 

25. The award to the Applicant is therefore as follows: 

A. One Month’s [pay] for each year of service 
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10 years = 40 x $850.00  =  $34,000.00 

B. One month’s pay for wrongful suspension 

4 x $850.00    = $ 3,400.00 

TOTAL AWARD    $37,400.00 

26. The above shall be subject to interest at ten 
percentage (10%) per annum pursuant to the Civil 
Procedure (Award of Interest) Act 1992 to be paid to the 
Applicant from the date of this Judgement until paid in 
full.” 

13. The appellant challenges that decision. The grounds are as follows: 

“1. That the learned Vice-President erred in law and 
failed to give any, or any adequate or proper reasons for 
concluding that the Respondent had been wrongfully 
suspended. The learned Vice-President adverted to 
nothing in her Decision regarding suspension which could 
give rise to an award for wrongful suspension. 

2. The Decision of the learned Vice-President is perverse 
in that she provided no reasoning for her conclusion that 
the Respondent had been constructively dismissed and 
there is nothing in her Decision which would enable the 
Appellant to ascertain how she arrived at her conclusion. 

3. The Tribunal found that the Appellant’s failure to 
provide and implement a procedure to deal with the 
Respondent’s grievance amounted to a breach of his 
contract of employment. However, the learned Vice 
President failed to take into consideration the fact that 
the Respondent’s Contract of Employment contained a 
grievance procedure. There are no findings in the 
Decision to the effect that the Respondent had fully 
utilized the grievance procedure so as to enable the 
Tribunal to find that the Respondent’s “grievance 
amounted to a breach of his contract of employment”. In 
fact, no grievance going to the root of the contract has 
been identified in the Decision. 
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4. The learned Vice President misdirected herself and 
erred in law in failing to determine whether the 
Appellant’s alleged conduct was in breach of its 
contractual obligations or a repudiation of them. In order 
to make this determination the Tribunal was obliged to 
consider the express terms of the contract. The fact that 
the Respondent’s contract expressly provided for him 
working overtime, and provided a grievance procedure, 
precludes the Tribunal from finding that the Appellant’s 
alleged conduct was repudiatory of the contract. The 
Tribunal’s Decision fails to identify any repudiatory 
conduct, much less conduct sufficiently serious to go to 
the root of the contract. 

5. The learned Vice President erred in law and 
misdirected herself, in that, having found that there was 
a repudiation or breach by the Appellant which was 
sufficiently serious to entitle the Respondent to end the 
contract, she failed to satisfy herself that the 
Respondent’s departure was caused by the breach. The 
Respondent’s resignation letter speaks to him leaving 
because he was “never really appreciated or rewarded for 
all (his) efforts”. The letter clearly states that “... I must 
step out in faith to pursue my passion and fulfill the 
purpose for which I know I have been created to fulfill”. 
The Respondent was quite happy to tender his 
resignation and continue working for another three (3) 
weeks. 

6. The learned Vice President erred in law and fact in 
failing to consider or make any finding as to whether the 
Respondent had waived his right to terminate the 
contract by staying too long after the conduct in question. 
In his resignation letter he alludes to the fact that the 
Appellant’s alleged conduct was going on for years: “It 
was indeed my work ethics, professionalism and God 
given values that have kept me for so long...” 

7. Any other ground that the Court may deem just and 
equitable.” 
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14. Before considering the specific grounds of the appeal, it will be helpful to set out the relevant 
law. 
 

15. In Roberts v Island Hotel Company Limited [2014] 1 BHS J. No. 109 Winder, J. (Actg.) 
said: 

“13 The law on constructive dismissal is fairly well 
settled. There are two tests to be considered, namely the 
contract test and the reasonableness test. In the case of 
Western Excavating (ECC) Ltd v Sharp [1978] ICR 221, 
Denning MR identified the contract test as follows: 

If the employer is guilty of conduct which is a 
significant breach going to the root of the contract 
of employment, or which shows that the employer 
no longer intends to be bound by one or more of the 
essential terms of the contract, then the employee is 
entitled to treat himself as discharged from any 
further performance. If he does so, then he 
terminates the contract by reason of the employer's 
conduct. 

The reasonableness test on the other hand, assesses 
whether the actions of the employer were so unreasonable 
that the employee is compelled to resign. 

14 Under the contract test the employee must prove that 
the resignation arose as a consequence of a breach of 
contract by the employer. In Western Excavating (ECC) 
Ltd v Sharp [1978] ICR 221, Sharp was suspended 
without pay for 5 days due to his absences. This put him 
in financial difficulty so he quit so he could collect holiday 
pay immediately. He then claimed constructive unfair 
dismissal. The Employment Tribunal held that the 
company 'ought to have leant over backwards' to help 
Sharp. The Court of Appeal reversed the Tribunal and 
held that Sharp had not been constructively dismissed at 
all. Denning MR held that the ordinary 'contract test' 
should apply and that Sharp could not bring himself 
within the requirement the contract test and hence, the 
Tribunal's 'whimsical' decision was wrong as it failed to 
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separate the question of fairness from whether there was 
a dismissal. He found that Sharp left of his own accord. 

15 The Bahamas Industrial Tribunal has cited Western 
Excavating (ECC) Ltd. case with approval in the decision 
of Thompson v. Bank of the Bahamas Ltd. 2004 BHS J. 
No. 71. 

16 The reasonableness test generally arises where the 
employee is confronted with a demand that should he not 
resign the employer will dismiss him. This was 
demonstrated in the case of Fell v H. Williams & Co. Ltd. 
512/1982, a decision of the Employment Appeals 
Tribunal. Fell, a checkout cashier employed by the H. 
Williams & Son, maintained a practice of keeping single 
pound notes in a drawer beneath the cash till. She had 
been warned to discontinue the practice. Subsequently, 
Fell found that £40, which she had put into the 
unauthorized drawer, was missing. She reported to the 
store manager that the money had been taken during her 
lunch break. In a meeting to discuss the matter, attended 
by personnel manager and the area supervisor, Fell 
maintained that she had been given two options, either to 
leave or be dismissed. The Respondent asserted that the 
two options given were, achieving normal cashier 
standards or resigning. Fell resigned. In applying the 
reasonableness test, the Tribunal ruled that it was 
appropriate for Fell to resign and accordingly she was 
constructively dismissed.” 

16. In the context of complaints over a period of time, this issue was recently considered by the 
English Court of Appeal in Kaur v Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust [2018] 4 All ER 
238.  In that case the employee resigned after being disciplined and issued with a final written 
warning following an altercation with another employee. She claimed previously that her 
performance had been unfairly criticized and that the final warning amounted to the last straw. 
The court said: 

 
“[55] … In the normal case where an employee claims to 
have been constructively dismissed it is sufficient for a 
tribunal to ask itself the following questions: 
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(1) What was the most recent act (or omission) on 
the part of the employer which the employee says 
caused, or triggered, his or her resignation? 
 
(2) Has he or she affirmed the contract since that 
act? 
 
(3) If not, was that act (or omission) by itself a 
repudiatory breach of contract? 
 
(4) If not, was it nevertheless a part (applying the 
approach explained in Omilaju [[2005] ICR 481]) of 
a course of conduct comprising several acts and 
omissions which, viewed cumulatively, amounted to 
a (repudiatory) breach of the Malik term?  (If it 
was, there is no need for any separate consideration 
of a possible previous affirmation, for the reason 
given at the end of para [45], above.) 
 
(5) Did the employee resign in response (or partly in 
response) to that breach?” 

 
17. As I mentioned the Tribunal referred to the decision of the English Employment Appeal 

Tribunal in W A Goold (Pearmak) Ltd. 
 

18. In that case the Appeal Tribunal held:  
 

“11. … that it was an implied term in a contract of 
employment that the employer would reasonably and 
promptly afford a reasonable opportunity to their 
employees to obtain redress of any grievance they may 
have.”  

 
In that case there was nothing in their written contract of employment which specified the 
method of pursuing a grievance. 
 

19. The facts of W A Goold (Pearmak) Ltd are as follows:  
 

“[The employees] were employed by the appellant firm of 
wholesale jewelers as salesmen. They were remunerated 
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on the basis of salary plus commission…changes in sales 
methods resulted in a substantial drop in their take-home 
pay which caused them some concern. There was no 
established procedure for dealing with such matters and 
the employees had never been given a written statement 
of their terms and conditions specifying the method of 
pursuing a grievance. They discussed their concerns 
about the drop in pay with their manager but nothing was 
done.  
 
…a new managing director was appointed and they 
sought to take their grievance up with him. They had a 
number of discussions and he said that he would deal with 
the matter in time but that nothing could be done 
immediately. The employees then decided to seek an 
interview with the chairman of the company but were 
told by his secretary that an appointment had to be made 
through the managing director. The following day, they 
resigned and claimed that they had been constructively 
dismissed.” 

 
20. The court held that:  

“…the employers' failure to provide and implement a 
grievance procedure amounted to a breach of the 
employees' contracts of employment which was 
sufficiently serious to justify them in resigning…” 
 

21. The decision in W A Goold (Pearmak) Ltd is helpful as far as it goes. The implied term 
suggested by the Tribunal in the circumstances of that case cannot be faulted. It is doubtful 
that such a term should be implied in every contract of employment regardless of its nature. 
For example, it could hardly be implied in a domestic contract involving a housekeeper or a 
small enterprise with few employees. 
 

22. However, it is clearly distinguishable from this present case. In this case the written contract 
of employment between the parties has a provision in the following terms: 

“18. Grievance Procedure 

Any grievance or complaint arising during the course of 
or relating to your work must be referred to your Division 
Head and, if necessary, for satisfactory completion, to the 
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Division Head in charge of your area. If, after referral, 
the matter is not resolved within seven (7) days the matter 
may be referred to the Employee Review Board at your 
written request. Details of the Grievance Procedure are 
set out in the Company’s Policy Manual.” 

23. The ruling of the Tribunal makes no reference to this provision in the contract which clearly 
distinguishes it from the decision in W A Goold (Pearmak) Ltd. 
  

24. Although the appellant has cited seven grounds of appeal, this appeal can be determined on 
ground 4 alone. That ground is that the Tribunal:  
 

“4. …misdirected herself and erred in law in failing to 
determine whether the Appellant’s alleged conduct was 
in breach of its contractual obligations or a repudiation 
of them. In order to make this determination the Tribunal 
was obliged to consider the express terms of the contract. 
The fact that the Respondent’s contract expressly 
provided for him working overtime, and provided a 
grievance procedure, precludes the Tribunal from 
finding that the Appellant’s alleged conduct was 
repudiatory of the contract. The Tribunal’s Decision fails 
to identify any repudiatory conduct, much less conduct 
sufficiently serious to go to the root of the contract.” 

 
25. The basis of the Tribunal’s decision as found in paragraph 24 of that decision is that the 

appellant was in breach of its obligation to provide and implement any solution to the 
grievances of the respondent. 
 

26. With respect that cannot be sustained. There was a grievance procedure provided for in the 
contract and there is no evidence that the respondent sought to invoke it. None of his 
complaints were in writing and although he complained that he was not satisfied with the 
responses of the appellant to his complaints there is no evidence that he made any written 
request for his complaints or grievances to be considered by an Employee Review Board as 
provided for in the contract of employment. 
 

27. The finding that the appellant did not have or implement a grievance procedure is simply not 
supported by the evidence. 
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28. Moreover, even if the appellant did not satisfactorily address the complaints of the respondent 
the issue remains whether that failure amounts to fundamental breach which entitled the 
respondent to regard the appellant as having repudiated the contract.  
 

29. In order for the employers conduct to entitle an employee to resign and regard himself as 
having been constructively dismissed the employers conduct must be a significant breach 
which goes to the root of the employment contract and which evidences that the employer no 
longer intends to be bound by the terms of the contract. See the Western Excavating case. 
 

30. In our judgment there is nothing in the evidence which showed that intention no longer to be 
bound by the contract. The Tribunal did not identify any conduct on the part of the appellant 
which amounted to a repudiatory breach other than the grievance procedure. The conduct must 
be such that would entitle the employee to leave immediately without any notice.  
 

31. The complaints of the respondent were made over a period of time involving years and the 
Tribunal did not identify any conduct which amounted to the last straw and act of repudiation. 
 

32. Moreover, in reading the resignation letter of May 2017 the respondent has not identified any 
conduct which he says amounted to a repudiatory breach of his employment contract. Indeed, 
the language used in his letter is inconsistent with his leaving as a result of some repudiatory 
breach by the appellant. He said: 

“It’s sad when you are only looked on only as a good 
person doing the job well, instead of a human being that 
needs to be given the opportunities, awards and even the 
salary or title for the position and function I hold. 

But its time and I must step out in faith to pursue my 
passion and fulfill the purpose for which I know I have 
been created to fulfill. I thank the company still for the 
opportunity to hold the post though denied any 
opportunity to move when there where opportunities, I 
am still grateful for God ask that we be faithful in the 
little things and He will take care of everything else.” 

33. In his performance appraisal report of 30 January 2017, the respondent said: 

“I will take into consideration the views discussed and do 
my best to continue to lead the team to the best of my 
ability. I feel sometimes that many times I am overlooked 
in the general scheme of things as for the past 10 years I 
have gone over and beyond more than many others but 
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still denied opportunities or awards. But as to my work 
ethics and morals I believe in doing my best in spite of it 
all, as I have been entrusted for more than myself but a 
team for whom I must ensure that we succeed. However 
thanks for some opportunities that were extended they 
were greatly appreciated. Hoping and praying for an 
even better year ahead.” 

34. There is nothing in the respondent’s comments that suggests he was dissatisfied with the 
responses to any grievance or complaints that he had which affected his performance or his 
health.  
 

35. That is completely inconsistent with the allegation that the appellant was guilty of a 
fundamental breach of contract. 

 
36. It is also settled law that if an employee wishes to treat an employer’s conduct as having 

repudiated the employment contract entitling him to regard himself as having been 
discharged, he must do so after the repudiatory conduct. If he does not do so he will be 
regarded as having affirmed the contract. See the Western Excavating case. The respondent’s 
comments in the performance appraisal report of January 2017 clearly manifest an affirmation 
of his employment contract. He said: “I will take into consideration the views discussed 
and do my best to continue to lead the team to the best of my ability.”  He cannot rely on 
conduct prior to January 2017 as constructive dismissal. 

 
37. The Tribunal, in its decision, did not identify any conduct after January 2017 as being 

repudiatory conduct. 
 

38. It is not without significance that the respondent did not make this claim for constructive 
dismissal until 31 May 2018, a year after he resigned.  On his evidence he had not yet obtained 
another job. This suggests that this claim for constructive dismissal was an afterthought, 
precipitated by his inability to obtain alternative employment as opposed to a bona fide belief 
that he was constructively dismissed as opposed to voluntarily resigning “to pursue my 
passion and fulfill the purpose for which I know I have been created to fulfill”. 
 

39. In addition, the Tribunal did not identify any conduct by the appellant which it said amounted 
individually or collectively to a fundamental breach. It made no finding as to the merits or 
otherwise of the complaints. It simply said:  
 

“24. …the [appellant’s] failure to provide and implement 
any solution to the grievances of the [respondent] 
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amounts to a breach of his contract of employment which 
was sufficient enough to justify his resignation…” 

 
40.  None of these other issues were addressed by the Vice President in her decision in determining 

whether the respondent was constructively dismissed. 
 

41. In these circumstances, it is our judgment the finding that the respondent was constructively 
dismissed is wrong as a matter of law and cannot be sustained.  
 

42. The appeal is allowed, and the award is set aside. As this is an appeal from the Tribunal, we 
make no order as to costs.  
 
 

__________________________________________ 
The Honourable Sir Michael Barnett, P 

 

 

__________________________________________ 
The Honourable Mr. Justice Jones, JA 

 

 

__________________________________________ 
The Honourable Mr. Justice Evans, JA 


